NB: This is a beta version of the update file which will be provided for use with the following dictionary. There will be additional definitions and more references as these appear or some will be added which I feel bear on the topics dealt with in the dictionary.


Where a definition contains red text this meaning that the definition already exists in dictionary but that the red text has been added to this definition.
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**Additional definitions**

**CARD-CORD merger**

**condominium** A country or region which is jointly ruled by two countries. An example is Vanuatu which, under the title *The New Hebrides*, was jointly managed by Britain and France in the early twentieth century. Such arrangements are rare in history as the external powers often disagree about how to control the condominium.

**commodification**

**complexification / simplification**

**delexification**

**language regulatory bodies** Dutch Language Union, Association of Spanish Language Academies

**life-span change**

**Multicultural London English**

**Unserdeutsch** (Rabaul Creol German) on Bismarck Archipelago (later on PNG)
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